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Introduction
Have you ever walked up to a pretty lady at a desk while she was sitting there and then lingered a while
in the hope that she might get up and give you a good look at her tight skirt stretched over her nice juicy
ass? These are all Hot Chicks With Big Asses!

Adult Review
Hot Chicks Big Asses is appropriately named because every scene on the site sticks to that central theme. Pretty girls with all
kinds of junk in their trunk go on camera and shake their moneymakers for your entertainment!
  
  Already home to 41 exclusive scenes, all the videos on Hot Chicks Big Asses are recorded in quality 640x480 downloadable
clips. That means you can watch them full screen on most monitors without any blurring or pixelation... and these asses are
so bodacious that you will want to use the whole fucking screen to see as much of them as you can!
  
  Updates also include plenty of pictures to thumb through and Hot Chicks Big Asses is just one of the many sites you get full
access to with your network pass. If you signup for a monthly membership you also get full access to the entire list of
Included Sites shown on the right side of this review. That's so much big tit, bit ass and big cumshot content - your cock will
be thanking you for months!
  
  None of the films are DRM coded so anything is yours to keep for as long as you want. Also the tour does a great job of
showing you what you can expect from the members area and they even offer a  two day trial for under three bucks. That
shows how confident they are in Hot Chicks Big Asses being exactly what you've been looking for!

Porn Summary
Hot Chicks Big Asses is a hefty site full of big bouncy asses and pretty smiling faces. Take the tour and see for yourself why
a site so simple has also become so successful.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A nice thick ass and a pretty face can be parts of the same girl!'
Quality: 87  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 89
Support: 88 Unique: 82    Taste: 84        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
Brazzers Pass (94) ,Big Tits At School (91) ,Racks And Blacks (90) ,Big Wet Butts (89) ,Doctor Adventures (89) ,Sex Pro
Adventures (86) ,MILFs Like It Big (85) ,Butts And Blacks (84) ,BustyZ (Preview) ,Asses In Public (Preview) ,Mommy Got
Boobs (Preview) ,Big Tits At Work (Preview) ,Busty And Real (Preview) ,Jizz On My Jugs (Preview) ,Jug Fuckers (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Big Cocks, Exclusive, Hardcore, Natural, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: 2 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 41
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